Borroughs Standard Powder Coat Colors
Borroughs powder coat finishes are high quality, durable and inert. Borroughs offers 7 standard colors. We also offer custom
color matching, using Borroughs computerized technology. The colors depicted on this publication have been reproduced using
a printing process and are only provided as a guide. The actual painted product may vary. All colors are not available on all
products. Please contact your Borroughs Dealer for details.
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A HISTORY AND
TRADITION OF
SUCCESS
Borroughs was started as a contract
manufacturer by Walter Borroughs of
Kalamazoo, MI in 1938. After World War II
Borroughs began making a broad variety
of industrial products for the automotive
industry. Borroughs’ industrial shelving
line was launched in 1954 and the shop
equipment/workbench line was added in
1957. Borroughs purchased the Andrew
Wilson Company in 1988. This acquisition
added the Rivet-Span®, Wilsonstak® and
Record Master® (four post shelving) lines.
On April 18, 2005, Borroughs was awarded
ISO 9001:2008 registration, and in 2008 was
awarded the ISO 14001:2004 registration
for environmental operations management.
Today Borroughs employs 225 people in their
over 400,000 square foot facility.

Four-Post Shelving
Businesses need to store their file
collections economically, which means
space-efficient, time-efficient storage is
a must. Borroughs Record Master has
been specially designed with this in mind.
Borroughs Record Master open shelf
filing allows folders to be clearly visible
and within close reach, providing efficient
retrieval. Its easy-to-assemble units are
aesthetically designed and maximize file
storage per square foot.

Case-Style Shelving
Case-Style shelving, with full-height
double wall construction, creates a
bookcase-like appearance. A finished
product with no exposed holes, slots or
unfinished edges gives the unit smooth,
clean lines. Case-Style shelving blends
into any office environment with its wide
range of available colors. The patented
sliding divider adjusts easily to any shelf
position while holding files securely in
place. Shelves are free of any slots that
are normally needed for dividers.

Museum Cabinets

Box Edge Plus®

At Borroughs, our dealers tailor our Museum
Storage Products to exact measurements, ensuring
that each project is a custom fit. The result is that
Borroughs Museum Storage units are a real work of
art—like the costumes, herbs, flowers, and priceless
works of art they protect. Designed specifically for
flexibility, cabinet drawers and trays can be added
or subtracted with a few adjustments, allowing the
collection to drive the storage environment.

If your manufacturing facility, distribution center or
business could have only one system for all of its
storage and inventory demands, that system would
be Box Edge Plus. Configure Box Edge clip-type
shelving components to meet your needs: maximize
your cubic volume capacity and efficiently store
small items. Create exactly the storage system you
want, with all the functionality you demand and the
quality you deserve, at a highly competitive price.

Wilsonstak® Shelving

Rivet Span®

Borroughs Wilsonstak offers a nationwide group of
library equipment specialists who are fully prepared
to assist you in all phases of Library Bookstack
planning. Our Borroughs Wilsonstak experts are
pleased to offer assistance with floor plan layouts,
engineering data, product information, and budget
pricing.

Rivet-Span is virtually a storage erector set, and
offers the largest selection of beams in bulk storage
anywhere. Use Rivet-Span to create storage for
anything from counter units, tire racks and packing
tables to garment storage, hanging rod units,
molding or long parts. Rivet-Span’s commercial
quality storage system sets up with just a rubber
mallet–no nuts, bolts or clips are required on
standard units.

Periodical and Media Storage
Periodicals and special display stands ride on hinged
shelves with back issues stored conveniently under
the display. Optional plexiglass covers are available
to protect materials. Wilsonstak media storage

accommodates all kinds of media:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single & Double Tier Sloped Media Shelves
Media Hanger Racks
Multi-Media Browsing Boxes
Newspaper Racks
Sloped Display Bases
Storage Shelves
Sliding Reference Shelves
Free-Standing Book Supports
Sliding Dividers on Integral Backstop Shelves
Adjustable Dividers on Slotted Shelves
Under shelf Wire Book Supports

High Density Drawers
Borroughs High Density Drawers provide a powerful
storage solution with a capacity up to 400 lbs. per
drawer. Partition and divider combinations allow
you to design a system with pre-configured or
customized layouts to improve space efficiency as
well as organizational productivity of heavy, hard to
store or smaller items.

B-Span®
Borroughs B-Span provides a heavy-duty storage
solution with an easily accessible, wide-span
design. B-Span bridges the gap between clip-type
shelving like Box Edge Plus and full-scale pallet
racking, and can accommodate hand-loaded items
as well as pick and lift loads.

High-Rise & Multi-Tier Systems
Borroughs adaptable Multi-Level Steel Storage Systems will
maximize your facility’s usable space by optimizing unused
vertical space.

Record Holders
Contrary to popular belief, paper use isn’t disappearing from
today’s business – it’s growing. Borroughs can help you
economically retain and protect your organization’s growing
records–and still retrieve needed information easily and quickly.

Aisle-Saver® High Density Storage
By installing an Aisle-Saver mobile storage system or mobilizing
your existing shelving, Aisle-Saver can increase your storage
capacity by 50%. Aisle-Saver is a complete, high-density storage
solution, with a flexible design, that can be configured to meet
the exact needs of any manufacturing or industrial operation or
facility. By optimizing existing space with Aisle-Saver you may not
need to expand your facility. Aisle-Saver high density storage can
be configured using a number of Borroughs industrial products
including heavy duty B-Span, Box Edge Plus, High Density
Drawer Systems and Rivet-Span.

TSI Weapons Racks & Storage®
Whether you’re dealing with local law enforcement or military
special forces, we can equip your armory with the tools you need
to get organized and be ready for action. With parts designed to
hold pistols, tasers, rifles, heavy weapons, and more – these units
can be configured to work best for you. In addition, our selection

of components allows you to not only completely customize
your system, but also store virtually anything. Heavy weapons,
FLAC jackets, ammunition, rifles, shotguns, and more. They can
also be used to make your system perfect for storing evidence
for secure archival.
Shop Equipment
Borroughs has a long history of making the best shop equipment
in the industry. Our shop equipment offerings include work
benches, technician carts, wall mounted cabinets, tool boxes and
specialty desks. Each of these products combines heavy duty
construction with superior fit and finish.

A LEGACY OF
QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND OUTSTANDING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Borroughs Corporation is a world wide leader
in designing and manufacturing storage
systems. We help our customers achieve
their goals in terms of efficiency, productivity,
security and cost. We have a dedicated team
in our Technical Support Department that will
make sure every detail is covered. Borroughs
also utilizes Configura rendering software to
interface with architectural drawings, making
planning simple. A 3-D facility rendering
allows customers to see the planned system
prior to manufacturing and install.
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